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In memory of our friend Holger Bruhn.

To see the world in a grain of sand,

and to see heaven in a wild flower,

hold infinity in the palm of your hands,

and eternity in an hour.

William Blake, Auguries of Innocence, ca 1803
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Foreword by Henrik J. Jensen

When Self-Organised Criticality (SOC) was first introduced in 1987 by Bak, Tang, and

Wiesenfeld, it was suggested to be the explanation of the fractal structures surrounding

us everywhere in space and time. The very poetic intuitive appeal of the combination of

terms self-organisation and criticality, meant that the field gained immediate attention. The

excitement was not lowered much by the fact that the claimed 1/ f and fractal behaviour

were soon realised in reality not to be present in the sandpile model used by the authors

to introduce their research agenda. Nor did the lack of power laws in experiments on real

piles of sand deter investigators from interpreting pieces of power laws observed in various

theoretical models and physical systems as evidence of SOC being essentially everywhere.

This led rapidly to a strong polarisation between two camps. On the one side there was the

group of researchers who did not worry about the lack of a reasonably precise exclusive

definition of the SOC concept and therefore tended to use SOC as synonymous with

snippets of power laws, rendering the term fairly meaningless. The other camp maintained

that SOC was not to be taken seriously. They arrived at this conclusion through a mixture of

factors including the observation that SOC was ill defined, not demonstrated convincingly

in models, and absent from experiments on sandpiles. The debate sometimes reflected a

reaction in response to bruises received during fierce exchanges at meetings as much as a

reaction to scientific evidence.

All in all this was a difficult, somewhat overwrought and unfortunate situation. Science

proceeds through gradual uncovering of hierarchical insights and it is of course most

unlikely that one simple mechanism is able to explain how nature works. Nevertheless, we

are certainly surrounded by abundant power laws and fractals of more or less pure forms.

They are typical features of non-equilibrium systems. But we obviously need to go beyond

the classification of the world into only two categories: equilibrium and non-equlibirum.

There is structure among the non-equilibrium systems – exactly as the classification of

zoology into elephants and non-elephants does not represent the rich substructures within

the class of non-elephants, such as tigers, parrots, monkeys and tortoises, to mention a few.

When SOC is scrutinised at a seriously scientific level it will most definitely help us in our

quest to understand the substructures within the non-equilibrium class.

The present book does exactly this. It seeks to lay out carefully what is certain and the

uncertain aspects about SOC. Gunnar Pruessner has produced a comprehensive, detailed and

authoritative overview of a quarter of a century’s intensive experimental, observational and

theoretical investigations. He carefully discusses the main achievements, the still unsolved

problems and some of the compelling reasons why SOC remains an important concept

helping us to place some demarcation lines within the vast field of non-equilibrium systems.

The book is a masterpiece in clarity surveying a huge literature and helping to extract the

xi
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xii Foreword by Henrik J. Jensen

essential durable lessons uncovered by the many scientists working in the field. The book

will play an essential rôle in turning SOC into a serious and specific research field. It is

worth mentioning how the book compares with Bak’s (1996) How Nature Works and with

my own (1998) book, Self-Organized Criticality. Bak’s book is not really scientific. It is an

entertaining and readable, enthusiastic and very optimistic document about how SOC came

into being, what Bak hoped it would achieve and how Bak experienced fellow researchers

in the field. My own book was a very brief and simple attempt to make a status report

of what SOC might mean scientifically after the first 10 years of research. Not only does

Pruessner’s book present 15 more years of research, it also represents a significantly more

detailed and mathematically careful discussion.

Like many other fields of statistical mechanics SOC now has its own reference book that

helps us as we continue to develop our understanding of what SOC really is – and is not.

By the clear exposition of the established understanding of models and the relationships

between them, the book will help research aimed at developing further our theoretical

comprehension. Furthermore, by the circumspect discussion of the relation between

theoretical insights and expectations on the one side and experiments and observations on

the other, the book will act as a guide when we continue our attempts to place experimental

and observational findings from physics, biology, neuroscience, geophysics, astrophysics,

sociology etc. in relation to SOC.

Henrik Jeldtoft Jensen
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Preface

Self-organised criticality (SOC) is a very lively field that in recent years has branched

out into many different areas and contributed immensely to the understanding of critical

phenomena in nature. Since its discovery in 1987, it has been one of the most active

and influential fields in statistical mechanics. It has found innumerable applications in a

large variety of fields, such as physics, chemistry, medicine, sociology, linguistics, to name

but a few. A lot of progress has been made over the last 20 years in understanding the

phenomenology of SOC and its causes. During this time, many of the original concepts

have been revised a number of times, and some, such as complexity and emergence, are still

very actively discussed. Nevertheless, some if not most of the original questions remain

unanswered. Is SOC ubiquituous? How does it work?

As the field matured and reached a widening audience, the demand for a summary

or a commented review grew. When Professor Henrik J. Jensen asked me to write an

updated version of his book on self-organised criticality six years ago, it struck me as

a great honour, but an equally great challenge. His book is widely regarded as a won-

derfully concise, well-written introduction to the field. After more than 24 years since

its conception, self-organised criticality is in a process of consolidation, which an up-to-

date review has to appreciate just as much as the many new results discovered and the

new directions explored. Very soon the idea was born to deviate from Henrik’s plan and

try to be more comprehensive. It proved a formidable task to include all the material I

thought deserved mentioning, and a daunting and precarious one to decide what not to

include. There is a degree of uncertainty that I did not expect and for which I sincerely

apologise.

Leaving all difficulties aside, SOC is regarded in the following as scale invariance without

external tuning of a control parameter, but with all the features of the critical point of an

ordinary phase transition, in particular long range (algebraic) spatiotemporal correlations.

In contrast to (other) instances of generic scale invariance it displays a separation of time

scales, avalanches, is interaction dominated and contains non-linearities. The ideal SOC

model differs from a corresponding model displaying an ordinary phase transition solely

by a self-tuning mechanism, which is absent in the latter. Defining SOC primarily as a

phenomenon rather than a class of systems allows the question which natural phenomena,

experiments, computer models and theories display the desired behaviour. This is the central

theme of the present book. It was written with the aim of giving an overview of the vast

literature, the many theories and disparate methods used to analyse SOC phenomena. It is

my hope that it will be of as much use for the theoretician working in statistical mechanics,

as for the practitioner trying to apply ideas of SOC to his or her particular field.

xiii
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xiv Preface

Style

With this broad scope, I have tried to make the material as accessible as possible, by placing

it in a wider context or a narrative, whenever suitable, by retracing the historic development

of the field. I have aimed for a balanced view on contentious questions and have tried to

flag up where my personal opinion and convictions have taken over. I hope the occasional

casual remark is never mistaken as an offence. I have tried to use notation, symbols and

names consistently throughout, but only as long as this did not clash with established usage.

Where I could not establish a particular custom, I used the notation of the original works.

A table of commonly used symbols can be found on pp. xvii–xxii.

Structure

The book is divided in three parts. The first part gives an introductory overview of the

subject: the basic concepts and terminology, the principles of scaling and the huge range of

experimental evidence.

In the second part, the key SOC models 1 are discussed, divided in three categories:

sandpile-like, deterministic models, dissipative models and stochastic sandpiles. I have

tried to pick models that have received a large amount of attention and had a great impact

on the field as a whole. These difficult choices are, admittedly, arbitrary and thus bound to

be imperfect. Each model is discussed in some detail, starting with a short history followed

by

its definition, as well as its key features and observables set apart in a Box, which provides the reader with an

overview of the dynamics of the model.

Because every such box follows the same structure, they can serve as a reference and are

easily turned into a concrete implementation.

After a few introductory remarks, the remainder is dedicated to the particular character-

istics of the model, focusing on those that have evoked the most wide-ranging discourse

in the literature. The material has been brought together with the intention of covering as

much of the relevant findings as possible, even when they are sometimes contradictory.

The last chapter of the second part is dedicated to various numerical techniques used for

the characterisation and analysis of SOC models. I mention implementation details for

particular models whenever I see fit, unfortunately I was not able to present a complete

computer program for each model. In the appendix, an actual C implementation of an SOC

model is discussed in great detail using the example of the OFC Model.

1 To call these systems ‘models’, as is traditionally done, is misleading if one accepts that they are not intended to

model much more than themselves. A similar concern applies to the term ‘simulation’, see footnote 1 on p. 210.
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xv Preface

The final, third part reviews many theoretical concepts, such as mean-field theories and

random walker approaches, which have proved invaluable for the analysis of SOC models.

Such theories have led to various proposed mechanisms, which are presented in Ch. 9.

Again, I had to make an arbitrary choice and decided to focus on two theories of SOC,

summarising others only very briefly. The very last chapter might be the most interesting

for many readers and might even prove a bit contentious. Here I have collected facts and

fallacies, as ignored and embraced in the literature (although I have refrained from stating

bibliographical references). From my point of view, such erroneous beliefs are remarkably

instructive and do more good than harm. As the chapter draws much of its arguments from

the preceding ones, one might regard it as a form of summary – the book ends with a very

brief outlook.

Inevitably, I myself suffer from such fallacies, ignore the truth, misinterpret findings,

overrate my own work and overlook important contributions by others. I have tried very

hard to avoid such mistakes and I sincerely apologise for the failure to do so. I would like to

invite readers to share their insights with me and contact me whenever corrections are due.

Keywords, notes and indices

Throughout the text, important concepts and keywords are shown in bold, as are their

page numbers in the index. Key statements are printed in italics, and slanted text in a

figure caption refers to a particular feature in the figure. Footnotes are indicated by arabic

superscript numbers. 2 Where more extensive notes could not be presented in a footnote,

endnotes are used, marked in the text by a number in square brackets. [0.0] Endnotes can

be found on pp. 391–398, just before the references. Each is preceded by the page number

referring to it.

The accessibility of the material is facilitated by the indices in the back of the book. Each

bibliographical entry contains, after an arrow (→), the page numbers where the work is cited,

with italics signifying quotations. Publications that deserve special attention are marked

as follows: • marks selected reviews and overview articles, ◮ designates the definition of

some characteristic or important models and ⇒indicates a proposed mechanism of SOC.

To simplify sequencing, in all indexes name prefixes, such as ‘van’ and ‘de’, are regarded

part of the name, for example ‘van Kampen’ can be found under ‘V’. The references are

followed by an author index and a subject index. In the former, bold page numbers refer

to bibliographical entries by that author and italicised ones, again, refer to quotes. The

subject index is rather detailed and has a large number of entries; where entire sections are

dedicated to a subject, the page numbers are underlined. Page numbers of keywords are

highlighted in bold. Key SOC models, discussed in Part II of the book, are printed in bold.

EPONYMS and NAMESAKES of SOC models are highlighted in small capitals throughout. I

have used established abbreviations and names as much as possible, but inevitably some

authors use different ones.

2 See footnote 1 on p. xiv for an example.
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xvi Preface

Numerics

A pitfall Henrik Jensen wisely avoided in his introduction to SOC is the inclusion of

numerical results. What should be included? The most up-to-date results, which soon will

be out-dated? The historic values, which have been built upon? I decided to include as

much as possible and necessary to allow the reader to judge which results can be relied

upon. Unfortunately, it is not always immediately clear which numbers have been derived

from numerical data under which assumptions. I have tried to avoid making additional ones.

Where it occurred to me as being particularly important, I point out that exponents have been

derived from each other, not least because that puts an apparent consistency in perspective.
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Symbols

An attempt was made to use symbols consistently throughout the book, at the same time

keeping them in line with common usage and tradition as much as possible. Most of them

are carefully introduced when they are used for the first time in a chapter. A few have

more than one or a more specific meaning, depending on the particular context, or are used

briefly for a very different purpose than the one listed below. Many have derived forms

with a more specialised meaning not listed below. The page numbers refer to the earliest

occurrence of the variable or its most detailed discussion. Further references can be found

in the index.

Symbol Description Page

α Avalanche duration exponent in SOC models 14

α Scaling exponent of the power spectrum (1/ f α noise) 15

α Level of conservation in the OFC Model 126

αE Scaling exponent of the scaling function of the energy dissipated in

the ricepile experiment

191

αR Asymptotic power law of the residence time distribution in the OSLO

Model

195

β Order parameter exponent in ordinary critical phenomena 337

βE Finite size scaling exponent of the energy dissipated in the ricepile

experiment

191

βR Finite size scaling exponent of the residence time distribution in the

OSLO Model

194

β (int) Growth (roughening) exponent of an interface 310

Superscripts in brackets generally denote the observable the

variable characterises.

β (AS) Order parameter exponent in an absorbing state phase transition 337

Ŵ Noise amplitude (of various types of noise) 205

Ŵ(·) Gamma function 57

γ Critical exponent of the average avalanche size in the BS Model 148

γ Susceptibility exponent in ordinary critical phenomena 337

γxy Exponent characterising scaling of observable x conditional to y 42

γ (DP) Susceptibility exponent in directed percolation 297

�p Distance from the critical point in percolation (and similar for other

variables)

30

xvii
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xviii List of symbols

Symbol Description Page

�nm Toppling matrix 91

�(g) Correlator of the noise in the quenched Edwards–Wilkinson

equation

205

δi j , δ(·) Kronecker and Dirac δ function

δ(AS) Survival exponent in absorbing state phase transitions 305

ǫ Small quantity, correction etc.

ǫ Dissipation rate (often in the bulk) 169

ǫ Mass term 323

ζ Particle density 330

η Correlation exponent 47

θ Tuning variable in the DS-FFM 116

θm, θr Angle at which avalanching must occur, angle of repose 54

θ (·) Heaviside step function 32

� Total rate of multiple Poisson processes 389

λ Scaling factor 32

λ Scaling exponent of the characteristic burnt cluster size in the

DS-FFM

119

λ Coupling of the non-linearity 324

λ Control parameter in the contact process 341

λ, λi, . . . Rate of a Poisson process 388

λi ith eigenvalue of eigenvector |ei〉 201

µ Generic scaling exponent 28

ν Surface tension 47

ν Correlation length exponent in the FFM 112

ν Correlation length exponent in ordinary critical phenomena 337

ν′ Scaling of the characteristic burning duration in the DS-FFM 118

νE Finite size scaling exponent of the energy dissipated in the ricepile

experiment

191

νR Finite size scaling exponent of the residence time distribution in the

OSLO Model

194

ν
(AS)

⊥ Correlation length exponent in absorbing state phase transitions 305

ξ Correlation length 112

ξ , ξ̃ Noise (usually Gaussian, white, vanishing mean) 204

ρ Tree density in the DS-FFM 118

ρ n Moment ratio 40

ρa Activity 299

� Finite size scaling exponent 43

σ Branching ratio (effective) 130

σ Critical exponent of the characteristic avalanche size in the BS

Model

160

σ 2 (·) Variance
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xix List of symbols

Symbol Description Page

σ 2 (·) Numerical estimate of the variance

Overbars generally denote numerical estimates.

σ
(s)
n , σ

(T)

b Finite size scaling exponent of the nth moment of the avalanche

size (or duration) distribution

38

τ Avalanche size exponent in SOC models 13

τ Correlation time on the microscopic time scale 212

τ̃ Apparent avalanche size exponent in SOC models 31

τr Avalanche radius exponent 43

� Number of potential topplings in the OSLO Model 202
χ (pile) Roughness exponent of the surface of a sandpile 197
χ (int) Roughness exponent of an interface 308

�( f (x)) Asymptotically bounded from below by f (x) 292

ω Frequency (angular velocity) 15

ω, ω1, . . . Correction to scaling exponent 30

A Avalanche area 12

A, An, B, . . . Generic amplitudes 31

Ah, At Areas two distributions differ by 34

a, a(t) Number of active sites, position of a random walker 252

a(s), b(s), . . . Metric factors 12

a(t) Time series 15

a0 Initial distance of a random walker from an absorbing wall 36

an Evolution operator in deterministic sandpiles 95

ân Markov matrix 272

b Exponent in the Gutenberg–Richter law 66

b j Bin boundary 231

C Stable configuration (state) on the lattice 95

C, C†, Cn . . . Creation and annihilation operators in the MANNA Model (matrix

representation of its dynamics), acting on site n

173

C(·) Cumulant generating function 46

Ct Catalan number 253

c(t) Time correlation function 15

c(x, x′ t, t′) Connected correlation function 47

cn Probability for site n to be charged 97

c0 Density of empty sites in the sticky sandpile 295

D Avalanche dimension (finite size scaling exponent) in SOC models 12

D Diffusion constant 36

Dt (t) Probability for the activity to cease at time t 253

d Spatial dimension 27

E Energy release in an earthquake 66

E Energy release in the ricepile experiment 191

En Energy at site n in the ZHANG Model 105
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xx List of symbols

Symbol Description Page

E(t), E(n, t) External drive (boundary condition or source term) in the OSLO

Model

205

〈ei| , |ei〉 , . . . Left and right eigenvectors, respectively, with eigenvalue λi 201

F ,G, G̃,K, . . . Scaling and cutoff functions 12

F(·) Cumulative distribution function 26

Fn, Fth Force at n and threshold in the OFC Model 127

f Frequency 15

f Lightning probability in the DS-FFM 116

f (x), g(x) Generic function or functional

f (s; sc) Non-universal part of the probability density function of s 28

f
(s)

n Moment of the non-universal part of the probability density function 29

fn Fitness at site n in the BS Model 142

f0 Fitness threshold to define avalanches in the BS Model 142

G(t) Gap function in the BS Model 144

G(n, t) Number of topplings performed by site n up to and including

time t

176

g
(s)
n Moment of the scaling function 29

g(n, t) Number of charges received by site n up to and including time t 176

g, gn Generational time scale, local generational time scale 257

H (x; l) Coarse grained local dynamical variable 49

h External driving field in the AS mechanism 331

h(x, t) Height field in continuum, generally local dynamical variable 47

hn Height of particle pile or particle number at lattice site n in BTW

and MANNA Models

86

hc Critical height or particle number in the MANNA Model 164

hi Normalised histogram count for slot i 230

In(n) Indicator function of site n being in state n 99

i, j, . . . Generic indices and counters

ı Imaginary unit,
√
−1

j Current 324

K Number of new fitnesses drawn per site updated in the BS Model 392

K(·) Scaling function of the two point correlation function 47

KL Spring constant in the OFC Model 125

k Generic vector in Fourier space

L Linear system size 86

l Block size 49

M , N , . . . Generic number of items (N is often the number of sites)

M(·) Moment generating function 45

m, n, . . . Generic position on the lattice

mi Arithmetic mean of a subsample 216

〈m〉 (n) Average number of moves (escape time) from n 245

m(g) Size of the gth generation in a branching process 258
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xxi List of symbols

Symbol Description Page

Ni, N Size of a subsample, total sample size 216

n(s) Site normalised cluster size distribution 103

ncov Number of distinct sites updated in the BS Model (avalanche area) 392

O( f (x)) Asymptotically bounded from above by f (x)

P(·) Generic probability of an event to occur, a quantity (usually discrete)

to be observed etc.

P (s)
(

s′
)

Probability density function of observable s evaluated at s′ 12

p Number of boundary sites toppling in an avalanche 42

p Period of an Abelian operator 95

p Tree growth probability in the FFM 113

p Parameter in the ricepile model 185

p Toppling probability in the sticky sandpile 295

pr, pl , p0 Toppling probabilities in the generalised AMM 174

p
(DP)
c Directed percolation critical point 295

Q Linear observable 275

q Coordination number on a lattice

q̃ Removals per toppling 245

q′(x) Local ratio of number of charges and topplings 307

R Residence time in the OSLO Model 186

R Binning range when coarse graining 233

R1/2 Characteristic length for the decay of correlations 48

r Radius of gyration 12

r, r0 Distance between two points in space 48

ri Binning range 230

S Total area encapsulated in two interface representations of an OSLO

Model configuration

395

S(ω) Power spectrum 15

S1, S2 Parameter in the ricepile model 185

S, Sn, T , . . . Evolution matrices acting on site n in the matrix representation of

the Abelian BTW Model and the (totally asymmetric) OSLO Model

200

SN Sum of the sizes of N consecutive avalanches 212

s Avalanche size 11

s0 Lower cutoff of the avalanche size distribution 12

sc Upper cutoff of the avalanche size distribution (characteristic size) 12

T Avalanche duration 14

T Number of subsamples 216

T Longitudinal direction in the DR Model 286

T 0 Lower cutoff of the avalanche duration distribution 14

T c Upper cutoff of the avalanche duration distribution (characteristic

time scale)

14

Tt , Tg Termination probability (random walk and branching process) 253

T (C → C′) Probability for a transition from C to C′ 273
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xxii List of symbols

Symbol Description Page

t Generic time

U (·) Diagonal matrix generating the potential number of topplings in the

OSLO Model

202

u(s0; sc) Fraction of events governed by the universal part of the probability

density function

29

V Volume of the system 118

v Drift velocity 206

W Double charging Markov matrix of the AMM 174

w, w2 Width and roughness of an interface, surface etc. 313

x, y Generic real variable, components of x

x Generic position in continuum space

z Dynamical exponent in SOC models 14

zn Slope at n 86

zc, zc
n Critical slope, at site n 87

z(AS) Dynamical exponent in absorbing state phase transitions 305

z(int) Dynamical exponent in interface growth phenomena 309
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